See More – To Know More
Testo thermal imagers for daily applications in
the building industry, offer peace of mind and
prevent anomalies.

7.5 °C

The Testo thermal imagers save time, energy and money in
building thermography, ensuring more security allround: Thanks to
sharp focus images and the 32° lens, no detail is ever missed. In
addition to the intuititve menu, this also guarantees fast and
comprehensive analysis of the image data.

5,0

2,5

0,0

Testo thermal imagers discover anomalies and weak spots in
buildings quickly and without damage. Whereas with other
methods, equipment may have to be dismantled, with a Testo
thermal imager, a single glance is enough.

-2,5
-4.9 °C

The presentation of surface moisture for fast localisation of mould
in buildings is unique in building thermography. Areas with risk of
mould growth are immediately presented in the thermal imager via
the input of ambient conditions.

7.5 °C

Even the smallest temperature differences can be identified with
the high temperature resolution of the Testo thermal imagers. With
the additional built-in digital camara, a real image is stored in
addition to the IR image. This considerably eases documentation.

5,0

2,5

With the Testo thermal imagers you are hot on the trail of energy
loss in building thermography, helping the customer to avoid
expensive heating costs!

0,0

-2,5
-4,9 °C

Testo thermal imagers for building thermography:
•
•
•
•
•

Prevent damage and save money
Stand out thanks to high resolution images
Ensure fast and comprehensive analysis
Have an intuitive menu structure
Guarantee a large image section thanks to
the 32° lens

Exchangeable lenses
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Intuitive menu

Rotatable display

Please fold out to see the typical applications

Testo Thermal Imagers in Building Thermography
Discover anomalies and weak spots in buildings quickly and
without damage.
With the Testo thermal imagers you are hot on the trail of
energy loss in building thermography, helping your customers
to avoid expensive heating costs!

Detect building faults and ensure building
quality
Analysis with a Testo thermal imager is a fast and efficient
method of detecting possible construction faults. In addition
to this, the Testo thermal imagers are ideal for showing the
quality and the correct implementation of construction
measures. Heat loss, moisture and lack of air tightness in a
building are visible in a thermal image. In addition to this, you
detect implementation faults in the heat insulation and
discover building damage – without contact!

Locate roof leaks exactly
A further possibility for use is the examination of flat roofs for
damp.
Damp areas in the roof construction store the warm from the
sun longer than intact areas. For this reason, the roof cools
irregularly in the evening. A Testo thermal imager makes use
of these temperature differences to show exactly the areas
on a roof with enclosed moisture or damaged insulation.

Good image quality

Thermal imager testo 875
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Analyse a building shell and carry out
comprehensive energy consultation

Monitoring and checking solar energy
systems

In building thermography, infrared technology is ideal for the
fast and effective analysis of energy losses in the heating or
air conditioning of buildings. Thanks to their high temperature
resolution, the Testo thermal imagers visualise, in detail, faulty
insulation, cold bridges, building faults and damage. They are
ideal for the recording and documentation of energy losses
on outer walls and doors, windows, in roof constructions or
the entire building shell. Use the Testo thermal imagers as
ideal tools for comprehensive diagnosis and maintenance
applications, and whenever energy consultation is required.

There are two main reasons for examining solar energy
systems: Safety and performance monitoring.
Solar energy systems reach top performance in full sunshine.
Defective cells can lead to an enormous heat development,
and thus to the risk of fire. Apart from this, defective cells can
cause considerable loss of system performance. With the
Testo thermal imagers, potential fire risks and damaged cells
an be recognised early. This avoids a loss of performance
and guarantees a high level of system security.

Exchangeable lenses

Thermal imager testo 881
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Thermal imager testo 882

Hot on the trail of a ruptured pipe

Examining moisture damage

If a pipe rupture is suspected, the only solution is often to
break open whole walls or floors. With the thermal imagers
from Testo, your work minimises damage and lowers costs.
Leakage in underfloor heating and other inaccessible pipes
are localised precisely and without damage. You avoid
opening walls unnecessarily and the repair costs are
considerably lower.

Not every damp wall is caused by a ruptured pipe. Rising
damp or penetrating water due to the faulty implementation
of rain and drain water flow-off can cause damp walls.
Moisture damage can also occur from blocked drains or
insufficient seepage. The Testo thermal imagers find the
cause of rising damp or precipitation water entry, before the
water can cause extensive damage.

Motor focus

Integrated digital camera

Preventing mould growth
Cold bridges are energy wasters. In such places,
condensation of humidity from the ambient air can occur. As
a result of this, mould growth develops in these places, and
with it, the risk to the health of the inhabitants. The Testo
thermal imagers provide the data necessary for preventing
dangerous mould growth on time, or for minimsing the risk of
mould growth even in the hidden corners and niches of a
house.
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Monitoring heating and installation systems
Thanks to the easy and intuitive operation of the Testo
thermal imagers, heating and ventilation/air conditioning
systems are tested quickly and securely. A glance with the
thermal imager is enough to discover irregular temperature
distribution. Silting and blockages in radiators are reliably
detected.
Building thermography
with testo 876

Thermal imager testo 876

Voice recording

Testing the air-tightness of new buildings
If doors or windows are not correctly installed, in winter cold
air can enter and warm indoor air can escape. Draughts,
increased ventilation heat loss, and above all, high energy
costs, are the result. The combination of thermography and
Blower Door has proven its value. In this procedure, a
negative pressure is created in the building, so that cool
outside air can flow into the building through leaky seals and
cracks. The thermal imager makes the detection of the the
leaks considerably easier. Gaps in the building seal are thus
localised before facings and installations make any repair
work complicated and costly.
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… with the Thermal Imagers from Testo
Testo 875 – the thermal imager for daily use
The Testo 875 Thermal Tmager is the reliable, solid tool for your
daily use. With a temperature resolution of < 80 mK, exchangeable
lenses and an integrated digital camera (Testo 875-2), you discover
weak spots in buildings quickly and securely with the Testo 875
Thermal Imager. You localise leakage precisely, and detect defective
insulation directly.
For you, that means: You see more and have more reliability when
thermographing!

Testo 875

Testo 876 – the thermal imager in flexible camcorder design

…more on page 10

NEW

The Testo 876 Thermal Imager stands out thanks to its large
rotatable display. This allows you to keep the display in view when
thermographing in any position, securely reaching every corner.
Thanks to exchangeable lenses, you can guarantee that you
always have the right image section in your display.
For you, that means: You see more and have more flexibility when
thermographing!

Testo 876

…more on page 14

Testo 881

…more on page 18

Testo 881 – the thermal imager with the best NETD < 50 mK
The Testo 881 Thermal Imager with the best thermal sensitivity of
< 50 mK provides highest image quality. This allows you to
measure even the smallest temperature differences, and obtain
high resolution IR images at any time. A wide angled telephoto
lens allows you to see the different sizes and distances of
measurement objects.
For you, that means: You see more and discover even more when
thermographing!

Testo 882 – the thermal imager with 320 x 240 pixels

NEW

The Testo 882 Thermal Imager in ergonomic pistol design, with
320 x 240 pixels, stands out thanks to even more precise infrared
images. With 76,800 temperature measuring points, it sees every
detail on the measured object. This makes it even easier for you to
detect anomalies and weaknesses from greater distances.
For you, that means: You see more and feel safe in the knowledge
when thermographing!

Testo 882

MADE IN GERMANY

…more on page 22
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The PC Software IRSoft from Testo for Comprehensive
Analysis and Professional Thermography Reports
IRSoft – the high-performance PC software for professional thermography analysis from Testo.
The IRSoft allows comprehensive analysis of thermal images on a PC. It stands out thanks to its clear
structure and high user-friendliness. All analysis functions are explained using easily comprehensible
symbols. Easily recognised tool tips provide additional explanations of each function by icon. This assistance
simplifies image processing and allows intuitive operation. A fully functional version of the PC software IRSoft
is included with all Testo thermal imagers.

IRSoft – Precise analysis of thermal images
Infrared images can be conveniently processed and analysed on a
PC using the IRSoft. Extensive analysis functions are available for
professional image processing. For example, the different emissivities
of the various materials for image areas can be corrected afterwards,
right up to individual pixels. The histogram function shows the
temperature distribution of an image by area. A profile line graph is
used to analyse temperature curves.
In order to visualise critical temperatures in an image, alarm value
violations as well as pixels in specific temperature range can be
emphasised. In addition to this, unlimited measurement points can
be set, hot/cold spots determined, and comments on the analysis
made.

Change of emissivity by area for exact
temperature analysis.

Easy creation of professional thermography reports
Infrared and real images are displayed in the screen already during
analysis, and automatically taken over into the report. This makes
easy and professional documentation of the measurement results
possible.
The report assistant wizard guides step by step to a complete and
clear report. Different templates are available not only for short and
quick reports, but also for more comprehensive documentation. The
templates contain all relevant information on the measurement site,
measurement task and examination results. Especially for the
purpose of examining building shells for cold bridges, the IRSoft
offers report templates, with which reports compliant with DIN EN
13187 can be created. In addition to this, the report designer can be
used to create user-defined templates for individual reports.

Multi-page reports for
complete documentation

IRSoft – all important information at a glance
Several infrared images can be opened and analysed parallel to each
other. All analyses in the images are visible at a glance and
comparable to each other. Alterations to settings can be carried out
either for the whole infrared image or for individual image sections.
Additionally, it is possible to transfer current image corrections to all
opened infrared images with a mouse click.

Simultaneous evaluation and comparison of
several images
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PC Software IRSoft – Including the Analysis Function
for Image Overlay: Testo TwinPix
The thermal imagers from Testo with integrated digital camera automatically
store an infrared and a real image simultaneously. With the professional
image overlay Testo TwinPix, these two images can be superimposed over
each other in the PC software IRSoft. The information from the thermal
image and the real image are then displayed together in one image.

Straight to the perfect result with Testo
TwinPix…
By setting marking points which correspond in the
infrared and the real image, the images are overlaid
exactly. Even scenes with measurement objects at
different distances can be blended without a problem,
and shown simultaneously in one image.

See hidden pipelines even in the real image, with TwinPix

Show the customer what’s important,
with the professional image overlay from
Testo…
During the analysis, the image overlay helps you to
determine the exact localisation of the damaged area.
Setting the transparency level regulates the intensity of
the infrared or the real image component in the overlay.
Critical temperature ranges can be marked by inserting
infrared limit values and the infrared range. Even in the
real image, problem areas can be directly emphasised,
and the temperature status of the measurement object
displayed. The overlaid image is taken over into the
report for documentation purposes.

Function
of the PC software:
Image overlay TwinPix
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Testo 875 – the Thermal Imager for Daily Use

The Testo 875 Thermal Imager is the reliable, solid tool for your daily
use. With a temperature resolution of < 80 mK, exchangeable
lenses and an integrated digital camera (Testo 875-2), you discover
weak spots in buildings quickly and securely with the Testo 875
Thermal Imager. You localise leakage precisely, and detect defective
insulation directly.
For you, that means: You see more and have more reliability when
thermographing!
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The 5 Most Important Advantages of the Testo 875

1.

High image quality due to NETD < 80 mK
Thanks to a temperature resolution of < 80 mK, even the
smallest temperature differences are visible with the Testo 875.

2.

Exchangeable lenses
A wide angled telephoto lens allows you to see the different sizes
and distances of measurement objects (Testo 875-2).

3.

Integrated digital camera
With the Testo 875, you can store a real image of every
measurement site parallel to the infrared image (Testo 875-2)

4.

Automatic Hot/Cold Spot Recognition
Critical temperature status is directly displayed using the automatic
hot-cold-spot recognition

5.

Special measurement mode for detecting areas
with danger of mould
By entering the ambient conditions, you can visualise areas in
danger of mould growth in the thermal image at a glance (optional).
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Technical Data of the Thermal Imager Testo 875
Product data
Image output
Infrared
Detector type
Thermal sensitivity (NETD)
Field of view / min. focusing distance
Geometric resolution (IFOV)
Image refresh rate
Focus
Spectral range
Visual
Image size / min. focusing distance
Image presentation
Image display
Display options

Testo 875-1

FPA 160 x 120 pixels, a.Si
< 80 mK at 30 °C
32° x 23° / 0.1 m (standard lens)
32° x 23° / 0.1 m (standard lens)
9° x 7° / 0.5 m (telephoto lens)
3.3 mrad (standard lens)
3.3 mrad (standard lens)
1.0 mrad (telephoto lens)
9 Hz
manual
8 to 14 µm

Standards, tests, warranty
EU Directive
Warranty
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640 x 480 pixels / 0.4 m

–

3.5” LCD with 320 x 240 pixels
IR image only /
real image only /
IR and real image
USB 2.0
4 options:
iron, rainbow, blue-red, shades of grey

IR image only

Video output
Colour palettes
Measurement
Temperature range
Accuracy
Emissivity / reflected
temperature compensation
Imager equipment
Digital camera
Standard lens (32° x 23°
Telephoto lens (9° x 7°)
Display of
surface moisture distribution
Measuring functions
Measurement
Hot/Cold Spot Recognition
Image storage
File format
Storage device
Power supply
Battery type
Operating time
Charging options
Mains operation
Ambient conditions
Operating temperature range
Storage temperature range
Air humidity
Housing protection class
Vibration (IEC 68-2-6)
Physical features
Weight
Dimensions (L x W x H) in mm
Tripod mounting
Housing
PC software
System requirements

Testo 875-2

-20 °C to 100 °C / 0 °to +280 °C (switchable)
±2 °C, ±2% of m. v.. (-20 °C to +280 °C)
0.01 to 1 / manual

–
–
–

optional
yes using manual input

centre point

standard measurement (1-point)

.bmt; export options in .bmp, .jpg, .png, .csv, .xls
SD card 2 GB (approx. 1,000 images)
fast-charging, Li-ion battery can be changed on-site
approx. 4 hours
in instrument or optionally in charger, with car charging adapter
yes
-15 °C to 40 °C
-30 °C to 60 °C
20% to 80% non-condensing
IP 54
2G
approx. 900 g
152 x 108 x 262
yes, with adapter
ABS
Windows XP (Service Pack 2), Windows Vista, Windows 7,
USB 2.0 interface
2004 / 108 / EC
2 years

Ordering Data Testo 875
Order no.

Testo 875-1

Testo 875-2

0560 8751

0560 8752

Detector

< 80 mK

Temperature range

-20 °C to +280 °C

Image refresh rate

9 Hz

In addition to the Testo 875-2, the set also includes:
- Telephoto lens 9° x 7°
- Additional battery
- Sun shield

160 x 120 pixels

Thermal sensitivity (NETD)

Testo 875-2 Set

Part no.: 0563 8752

- Lens protection glass
- Fast battery charger

the
w, with
o
n
e
v
a
S
5-2 Set
Testo 87

Standard lens 32° x 23°
Exchangeable telephoto lens 9° x 7°

–

Integrated digital camera

–

Display of surface moisture
(via manual input)

(

)

–

Auto hot/cold spot recognition
(

) Optional
Standard
The imager is delivered in a robust case incl. pro software, SD card, USB cable,
mains unit, Li ion rechargeable battery and tripod adapter.

Accessories Testo 875
Order no.
Fast battery charger
Desktop charging station for two rechargeable batteries for the optimisation of the charging time

0554 8801

Additional battery
Additional lithium ion rechargeable battery for extending the operating time

0554 8802

Lens protection glass
Special germanium protective glass for optimum protection of the lens from dust and sctratching

0554 8805

Retrofit telephoto lens
(testo 875-2 only). Please contact our customer service

–

Sun shield
Special sun shield for the display of the thermal imager in bright surroundings

0554 8806

Soft case
Practical carrying option for the thermal imager incl. carrying strap

0554 8814

Aluminium tripod
Professional, extremely light and stable aluminium tripod with quick-release legs and 3-way
tripod head

0554 8804

Emissivity adhesive tape
Adhesive tape e. g. for shiny surfaces (roll, L.: 10 m, W.: 25 mm), ε=0.95,
temperature-proof up to +250 °C.

0554 0051

Car charging adapter
Practical charging option for the thermal imager when travelling by car –
can be used anywhere

0554 8817

ISO calibration certificates
Calibration points at 0 °C, 25 °C, 50 °C
Calibration points at 0 °C, 100 °C, 200 °C
Freely selectable calibration points in the range -18 °C to 250 °C

0520 0489
0520 0490
0520 0495
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Testo 876 – the Thermal Imager in Flexible Camcorder Design

The Testo 876 Thermal Imager stands out thanks to its large
rotatable display. This allows you to keep the display in view
when thermographing in any position, securely reaching every
corner. Thanks to exchangeable lenses, you can guarantee that
you always have the right image section in your display.
For you, that means: You see more and have more flexibility
when thermographing!
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The 7 Most Important Advantages of the Testo 876

1.

Fold-out, rotatable display
Thanks to the fold-out, rotatable display, you have clear view in any
position when thermographing.

2.

High image quality due to NETD < 80 mK
Thanks to a temperature resolution of < 80 mK, even the smallest
temperature differences are visible with the testo 876.

3.

Exchangeable lenses
A wide-angle and a telephoto lens allow you the adaptation to the
very different sizes and distances of measurement objects.

4.

Integrated digital camera
With the Testo 876, you can store a real image of every
measurement site parallel to the infrared image.

5.

Motor focus for one-hand operation
With the motor focus, you can focus any infrared image quickly and
easily.

6.

Voice recording with the practical headset
With the integrated voice recording, you can comment on any
infrared image directly during the application. This valuable
information is stored together with the thermal image.

7.

Special measurement mode for detecting areas
with danger of mould
By entering the ambient conditions, you can visualise areas in
danger of mould growth in the thermal image at a glance.
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Technical Data of the Thermal Imager Testo 876
Product data
Image output
Infrared
Detector type
Thermal sensitivity (NETD)
Field of view / min. focusing distance
Geometric resolution (IFOV)
Image refresh rate
Focus
Spectral range
Visual
Image size / min. focusing distance
Image presentation
Image display
Display options

Video output
Colour palettes
Measurement
Temperature range
Accuracy
Emissivity / reflected
temperature compensation
Imager equipment
Digital camera
Motor focus
Standard lens (32° x 23°)
Telephoto lens (9° x 7°)
Voice recording
Display of surface
moisture distribution
Measuring functions
Measurement
Hot/Cold Spot Recognition
Isotherms
Min-/Max on Area
Image storage
File format
Storage device
Power supply
Battery type
Operating time
Charging options
Mains operation
Ambient conditions
Operating temperature range
Storage temperature range
Air humidity
Housing protection class
Vibration (IEC 68-2-6)
Physical features
Weight
Dimensions
(L x W x H) in mm
y
Tripod mounting
Housing
PC software
System requirements
Standards, tests, warranty
EU Directive
Warranty
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Testo 876

FPA 160 x 120 pixels, a.Si
< 80 mK at 30 °C
32° x 23° / 0.1 m (standard lens)
9° x 7° / 0.5 m (telephoto lens)
3.3 mrad (standard lens),
1.0 mrad (telephoto lens)
9 Hz
manual and motor focus
8 to 14 µm
640 x 480 pixels / 0.4 m
3.5” Fold-out LCD with 320 x 240 pixels
IR image only /
real image only/
IR and real image
USB 2.0
4 options:
iron, rainbow, blue-red, shades of grey
-20 °C to 100 °C / 0 °to +280 °C (switchable)
±2 °C, ±2% of m. v.. (-20 °C to +280 °C)
0.01 to 1 / manual

optional
yes using manual input

standard measurement (1-point)

.bmt; export options in .bmp, .jpg, .png, .csv, .xls
SD card 2 GB (approx. 1,000 images)
fast-charging, Li-ion battery can be changed on-site
approx. 4 hours
in instrument or optionally in charger, with car charging adapter
yes
-15 °C to 40 °C
-30 °C to 60 °C
20% to 80% non-condensing
IP 54
2G
approx. 900 g
approx. 210 x 85 x 97
yes
ABS
Windows XP (Service Pack 2), Windows Vista, Windows 7,
interface USB 2.0
2004 / 108 / EC
2 years

Ordering Data Testo 876
Testo 876 Set

0560 8761

Order no.

In addition to the Testo 876, the set also includes:
Detector

160 x 120 pixels
< 80 mK

Thermal sensitivity (NETD)
Temperature range

-20 °C to +280 °C

- Telephoto lens 9° x 7°
- Additional battery

- Lens protection glass
- Fast battery charger

Part no.: 0560 8762

9 Hz

Image refresh rate

the
w, with
o
n
e
v
a
S
6 Set
Testo 87

Standard lens 32° x 23°
Exchangeable telephoto lens 9° x 7°

(

)

Integrated digital camera
Voice recording using headset
Motor focus
Display of surface moisture
(via manual input)
Isotherm display in instrument
Min/Max on Area calculation
Auto hot/cold spot recognition
(

) Optional
Standard
The imager is delivered in a robust case incl. pro software, carrying strap,
SD card, USB cable, mains unit, and Li ion rechargeable battery.

Accessories Testo 876
Order no.
Fast battery charger
Desktop charging station for two rechargeable batteries for the optimsation of the charging time

0554 8851

Additional battery
Additional lithium ion rechargeable battery for extending the operating time

0554 8852

Lens protection glass
Special germanium protective glass for optimum protection of the lens from dust and sctratching

0554 8805

Retrofit telephoto lens
Please contact our customer service

–

Aluminium tripod
Professional, extremely light and stable aluminium tripod with quick-release legs and 3-way
tripod head

0554 8804

Emissivity adhesive tape
Adhesive tape e. g. for shiny surfaces (roll, L.: 10 m, W.: 25 mm), ε=0.95, temperature-proof up to +250 °C.

0554 0051

Car charging adapter
Practical charging option for the thermal imager when travelling by car –
can be used anywhere

0554 8817

ISO calibration certificates
Calibration points at 0 °C, 25 °C, 50 °C
Calibration points at 0 °C, 100 °C, 200 °C
Freely selectable calibration points in the range -18 °C to 250 °C

0520 0489
0520 0490
0520 0495
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Testo 881 – the Thermal Imager with the Best NETD < 50 mK

The Testo 881 Thermal Imager with the best thermal sensitivity
of < 50 mK provides highest image quality. This allows you to
measure even the smallest temperature differences, and obtain
high resolution IR images at any time. A wide angled telephoto
lens allow you to see the different sizes and distances of
measurement objects.
For you, that means: You see more and discover even more
when thermographing!
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The 5 Most Important Advantages of the Testo 881

1.

Highest image quality due to NETD < 50 mK
With a thermal resolution of < 50 mK, the Testo 881 delivers high
definition images which emphasise and visualise even the smallest
temperature differences.

2.

Voice recording with the practical headset (Testo 881-2)
With the integrated voice recording, you can comment on any infrared
image directly during the application. This valuable information is stored
together with the thermal image.

3.

Built-in digital camera with power LEDs
In addition to the infrared recording, you store a parallel real image
of the measurement site with the testo 881. The power LEDs (testo
881-2) guarantee you optimum illumination of dark areas when
recording real images.

4.

Exchangeable lenses (Testo 881-2)
A wide-angle and a telephoto lens allow you the adaptation to the
very different sizes and distances of measurement objects.

5.

Special measurement mode for detecting areas
with danger of mould
By entering the ambient conditions, you can visualise areas in
danger of mould growth in the thermal image at a glance.
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Technical Data of the Thermal Imager Testo 881
Product data
Image output
Infrared
Detector type
Thermal sensitivity (NETD)
Field of view / min. focusing distance
Geometric resolution (IFOV)
Image refresh rate
Focus
Spectral range
Visual
Image size / min. focusing distance
Image presentation
Image display
Display options
Video output
Colour palettes

Measurement
Temperature range
High temperature measurement (optional)
Accuracy
Emissivity / reflected
temperature compensation
Imager equipment
Digital camera
Power LEDs
Motor focus
Standard lens (32° x 23°)
Telephoto lens (9° x 7°)
Laser measuring spot marking
Voice recording
Display of
surface moisture distribution
Measuring functions
Measurement
Hot/Cold Spot Recognition
Isotherms
Min-/Max on Area
Image storage
File format
Storage device
Power supply
Battery type
Operating time
Charging options
Mains operation
Ambient conditions
Operating temperature range
Storage temperature range
Air humidity
Housing protection class
Vibration (IEC 68-2-6)
Physical features
Weight
Dimensions (L x W x H) in mm
Tripod mounting
Housing
PC software
System requirements
Standards, tests, warranty
EU Directive
Warranty
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Testo 881-1

Testo 881-2

FPA 160 x 120 pixels, a.Si
< 50 mK at 30 °C
32° x 23° / 0.1 m
32° x 23° / 0.1 m (standard lens)
9° x 7° / 0.5 m (telephoto lens)
3.3 mrad (standard lens)
3.3 mrad (standard lens)
1.0 mrad (telephoto lens)
33 Hz for EU, otherwise 9 Hz
manual and motor focus
manual
8 to 14 µm
640 x 480 pixels / 0.4 m
3.5” LCD with 320 x 240 pixels
IR image only / real image only/ IR and real image
USB 2.0
9 options:
iron, rainbow, cold-hot, blue-red, grey,
inverted grey, sepia, Testo, iron HT
-20 °C to 100 °C / 0 °to +350 °C (switchable)
+350 °C to +550 °C
–
±2 °C, ±2% of m. v.. (-20 °C to +350 °C)
–
±3% of mv (+350 to +550 °C)
0.01 to 1 / manual

–
–
–
(Laser classification 635 nm, Cl.2 )
–
–

optional
(Laser classification 635 nm, Cl.2 )
yes using manual input

standard measurement (1-point) / two-point measurement
–
–
.bmt; export options in .bmp, .jpg, .png, .csv, .xls
SD card 2 GB (approx. 1,000 images)
fast-charging, Li-ion battery can be changed on-site
approx. 4 hours
in instrument or optionally in charger, with car charging adapter
yes
-15 °C to 40 °C
-30 °C to 60 °C
20% to 80% non-condensing
IP 54
2G
approx. 900 g
152 x 108 x 262
yes, with adapter
ABS
Windows XP (Service Pack 2), Windows Vista, Windows 7,
USB 2.0 interface
2004 / 108 / EC
2 years

Ordering Data Testo 881
Order no.

Testo 881-1

Testo 881-2

0563 0881 V1

0563 0881 V5

Temperature range

-20 °C to +350 °C

Image refresh rate

33 Hz*

Additional battery
Fast battery charger
Soft case

Lens 32° x 23°
–

(

)

High temperature measurement up to 550 °C –

(

)

Exchangeable telephoto lens 9° x 7°

Integrated digital camera

High temperature
measurement up to 550 °C

T881-1

A1

Germanium lens protection
C1
glass

< 50 mK

Thermal sensitivity (NETD)

Order no.
Exchangeable
telephoto lens 9° x 7°

160 x 120 pixels

Detector

Order suitable accessories in a case:
T881-2

(

)

(

)

D1

(

)

(

)

E1

(

)

(

)

H1

(

)

(

)

(

)

G1

T881-2 set

(

)

Testo 881-2 Set

Integrated power LEDs

–

Voice recording using the headset

–

In addition to the Testo 881, the set also includes:
- Telephoto lens 9° x 7°
- Additional battery

Laser**
–

Motor focus

Part no.: 0563 0881 V6

–

Display of surface moisture
(via manual input)
Isotherm display in instrument

–

Min-/Max on Area calculation

–

- Soft case
- Fast battery charger

the
w, with
Save no
1-2 Set
Testo 88

Auto hot/cold spot recognition
Germanium lens protection glass
(

) Optional

(

)

Standard

* within the EU, outside 9 Hz ** excepting USA, China and Japan
The imager is delivered in a robust case incl. pro software, SD card, USB cable, mains
unit, and Li ion rechargeable battery.

Accessories Testo 881
Order no.

Order no.
Fast battery charger. Desktop charging station
for two rechargeable batteries for the optimisation
of the charging time

0554 8801

Soft case. Practical carrying option for the thermal 0554 8814
imager incl. carrying strap

0554 8802
Additional battery. Additional lithium ion
rechargeable battery for extending the operating time

Aluminium tripod. Professional, extremely light
0554 8804
and stable aluminium tripod with quick-release legs
and 3-way tripod head

0554 8805
Lens protection glass. Special germanium
protective glass for optimum protection of the lens
from dust and sctratching

Emissivity adhesive tape. Adhesive tape e. g. for 0554 0051
shiny surfaces (roll, L.: 10 m, W.: 25 mm), ε=0.95,
temperature-proof up to +250 °C.

Retrofit telephoto lens (testo 881-2 only).
Please contact our customer service

–

Retrofit high temperature measurement
(testo 881-2 only). Please contact our customer
service

–

Sun shield. Special sun shield to attach to the
0554 8806
display of the thermal imager in bright surroundings

Car charging adapter. Practical charging option
for the thermal imager when travelling by car –
can be used anywhere
ISO calibration certificates
Calibration points at 0 °C, 25 °C, 50 °C
Calibration points at 0 °C, 100 °C, 200 °C
Freely selectable calibration points in the range
-18 °C to 250 °C

0554 8817

0520 0489
0520 0490
0520 0495
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Testo 882 – the Thermal Imager with 320 x 240 Pixels

The Testo 882 Thermal Imager in ergonomic pistol design, with
320 x 240 pixels, stands out thanks to even more precise
infrared images. With 76,800 temperature measuring points, it
sees every detail on the measured object. This makes it even
easier for you to detect anomalies and weaknesses from
greater distances, and more quickly.
For you, that means: You see more and have more confidence
when thermographing!
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The 7 Most Important Advantages of the Testo 882

1.

Image sensor with 320 x 240 pixels
With 76,000 temperature measurement points, you detect
measurement objects clearly and precisely. This ensures that no
damage escapes you, even at greater distances.

2.

Large field of view thanks to 32° lens
With the 32° standard lens, you immediately record large image
sections, and provide a full overview of the temperature distribution
of the measurement object.

3.

High image quality due to NETD < 60 mK
Thanks to a temperature resolution of < 60 mK, even the smallest
temperature differences are visible with the testo 882.

4.

Voice recording with the practical headset
With the integrated voice recording, you can comment on any
infrared image directly during the application. This valuable
information is stored together with the thermal image.

5.

Built-in digital camera with power LEDs
In addition to the infrared recording, you store a parallel real image
of the measurement site with the Testo 882. The power LEDs
guarantee you optimum illumination of dark areas when recording
real images.

6.

Special measurement mode for detecting areas
with danger of mould
By entering the ambient conditions, you can visualise areas in
danger of mould growth in the thermal image at a glance.

7.

Isotherm display in instrument
The optical colour alarm shows up critical temperature areas
easily and directly in the thermal imager’s display.
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Technical Data of the Thermal Imager Testo 882
Product data
Image output
Infrared
Detector type
Thermal sensitivity (NETD)
Field of view / min. focusing distance
Geometric resolution (IFOV)
Image refresh rateFocus
Spectral range
Visual
Image size / min. focusing distance
Image presentation
Image display
Display options

Video output
Colour palettes
Measurement
Temperature range
High temperature measurement (optional)
Accuracy
Emissivity / reflected
temperature compensation
Imager equipment
Digital camera
Power LEDs
Motor focus
Standard lens(32°x23°)
Laser measuring spot marking
Voice recording
Display of
surface moisture distribution
Measuring functions
Measurement
Hot/Cold Spot Recognition
Isotherms
Min-/Max on Area
Image storage
File format
Storage device
Power supply
Battery type
Operating time
Charging options
Mains operation
Ambient conditions
Operating temperature range
Storage temperature range
Air humidity
Housing protection class
Vibration (IEC 68-2-6)
Physical features
Weight
Dimensions (L x W x H) in mm
Tripod mounting
Housing
PC software
System requirements

Standards, tests, warrantyEU Directive
Warranty
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Testo 882

FPA 320 x 240 pixels, a.Si
< 60 mK at 30 °C
32° x 23° / 0.2 m
1.7 mrad
33 Hz for EU, otherwise 9 Hz
manual and motor focus
8 to 14 µm
640 x 480 pixels / 0.4 m
3.5” LCD with 320 x 240 pixels
IR image only /
real image only/
IR and real image
USB 2.0
9 options: iron, rainbow, cold-hot, blue-red, grey, inverted grey,
sepia, Testo, iron HT
-20 °C to 100 °C / 0 °to +350 °C (switchable)
+350 °C to +550 °C
±2 °C, ±2% of m.v. (-20 °C to +350 °C) / ±3% of m.v. (+350 °C to +550 °C)
0.01 to 1 / manual

(laser classifikation 635 nm, Class 2 )
yes using manual input

standard measurement (1-point) / two-point measurement

.bmt; export options in .bmp, .jpg, .png, .csv, .xls
SD card 2 GB (approx. 1,000 images)
fast-charging, Li-ion battery can be changed on-site
approx. 4 hours
in instrument or optionally in charger, with car charging adapter
yes
-15 °C to 40 °C
-30 °C to 60 °C
20% to 80% non-condensing
IP 54
2G
approx. 900 g
152 x 108 x 262
yes, with adapter
ABS
Windows XP (Service Pack 2), Windows Vista, Windows 7,
interface USB 2.0
2004 / 108 / EC
2 years

Ordering Data Testo 882
0560 0882

Order no.

Order suitable accessories in a case:
Order no.

320 x 240

Detector

< 60 mK

Thermal sensitivity (NETD)
Temperature range

-20 °C to +350 °C

Image refresh rate

33 Hz*

Lens 32° x 23°
High temperature measurement up to 550 °C

(

)

Germanium lens protection glass

C1

Additional battery

D1

Fast battery charger

E1

Soft case

H1

High temperature measurement
up to 550 °C

G1

Integrated digital camera
Integrated power LEDs
Voice recording using headset
Motor focus
Laser**
Display of surface moisture
(via manual input)
Isotherm display in instrument
Min/Max on area calculation
Auto hot/cold spot recognition
(

) Optional

Standard

* within the EU, outside 9 Hz ** excepting USA, China and Japan.
The imager is delivered in a robust case incl. pro software, SD card, USB
cable, mains unit, and Li ion rechargeable battery.

Accessories Testo 882
Order no.

Order no.
Fast battery charger. Desktop charging station
for two rechargeable batteries for the optimisation
of the charging time

0554 8801

Aluminium tripod. Professional, extremely light
0554 8804
and stable aluminium tripod with quick-release legs
and 3-way tripod head

Additional battery. Additional lithium ion
0554 8802
rechargeable battery for extending the operating
time
Lens protection glass. Special germanium
0554 8805
protective glass for optimum protection of the lens
from dust and sctratching

Emissivity adhesive tape. Adhesive tape e. g. for 0554 0051
shiny surfaces (roll, L.: 10 m, W.: 25 mm), ε=0.95,
temperature-proof up to +250 °C.

Retrofit high temperature measurement
Please contact our customer service

–

Sun shield. Special sun shield to attach to the
0554 8806
display of the thermal imager in bright surroundings

Car charging adapter. Practical charging option
for the thermal imager when travelling by car – can
be used anywhere
ISO calibration certificates
Calibration points at 0 °C, 25 °C, 50 °C
Calibration points at 0 °C, 100 °C, 200 °C
Freely selectable calibration points in the range
-18 °C to 250 °C

0554 8817

0520 0489
0520 0490
0520 0495

Soft case. Practical carrying option for the thermal 0554 8814
imager incl. carrying strap
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Overview of Testo Thermal Imaging Camera Range
Feature

Testo 875-1

Testo 875-2

Detector size (in pixels)

Testo 876

Testo 881-1

Testo 881-2

320 x 240

160 x 120

Thermal sensitivity (NETD)

< 80 mK

Temperature measuring range

< 50 mK

< 60 mK

-20 °C to +280 °C

-20 °C to +350 °C

9 Hz

33 Hz*

Image refresh rate

Testo 882

Standard lens 32°

Exchangeable telephoto lens 9°

Rotatable display

High temperature up to 550 °C

–

(

)

(

)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Auto hot/cold spot recognition

Min-/Max on area calculation

Isotherm function

Display of surface moisture via
manual input
Voice recording

Integrated digital camera

Integrated LEDs

Motor focus

Laser**

(

–
–

–

–

–
–

–

–

–

–

) Optional
Standard
* within the EU, outside 9 Hz ** excepting USA, China and Japan.
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–

–

(

–

–
–

–

–

)

–
(

–
)

(

)

Your practical benefit of camera criteria
The detector size indicates the number of temperature measurement points with which
the thermal imager is equipped. The more pixels, the more detailed and clearer are the
measuremente objects presented.
The NETD displays the smallest temperature difference which can be resolved by the
imager. A low NETD guarantees the resolution of the smallest temperature differences.
The rule of thumb is: the smaller this value is, the better is the measurement resolution.
The temperature range of your thermal imager informs you up to which temperature
your imager is able to record and measure the heat radiation of objects.

Testo 875

The display refresh rate informs as to how frequently the thermal imager is refreshed
per second.

NEW

The 32° lens records a large image section, creating an ideal overview of the
temperature distribution of a measurement object – there is more in the image at a
glance.
The exchangeable telephoto lens assists in the measurement of smaller details and
visualises them even at greater distances in your thermal image.
Thanks to the rotatable display, you can thermograph with assurance from any
position. Undesired reflections on the display are now avoided.

Testo 876
With the high temperature option, the measuring range can be flexibly extended. Thanks
to a high temperature filter, the measurement of temperatures up 550 °C is possible.
The coldest and the hottest spot of your measurement object are automatically marked
in the thermal image in the imager display – critical heat status is detected at a glance.
The minimum and maximum values of an image section can be determined directly on
site and at a glance.
The optical colour alarm localises critical areas easily and directly in the thermal image.
All points whose temperature values are within a pre-defined range, are marked in
colour.
Via the manual input of ambient temperature, air humidity and dewpoint, mould risk
spots are visualised in the thermal image at a glance.

Testo 881

Localised weak spots can be easily commented on using voice recording. You thus
document valuable additional information directly on site.

NEW

Faster and easier object inspection thanks to the display of infrared and real image.
The digital photo is automatically stored in addition to every infrared image.
The power LEDs guarantee you optimum illumination of dark areas when recording real
images.
The dynamic motor focus allows you to focus the infrared image with one hand.

The perfect support for orientation as to which part of the object is being measured.

Testo 882
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Thank you for reading this data sheet.
For pricing or for further information, please contact us at our UK Office, using the details
below.

UK Office
Keison Products,
P.O. Box 2124, Chelmsford, Essex, CM1 3UP, England.
Tel: +44 (0)330 088 0560
Fax: +44 (0)1245 808399
Email: sales@keison.co.uk
Please note - Product designs and specifications are subject to change without notice. The user is responsible for determining the
suitability of this product.

